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Background & Surveillance
1. After a long day of work, Sam decides to rest and watch TV. While he is
peacefully watching his show, an alert pops up. Governmental officials appear on
screen. They warn the public that a deadly virus has begun to spread within the
country. Authorities initiate a lockdown within the next few days. Almost a year
and a half later, a vaccine is finally developed. Explain how this vaccine can help
Sam and the rest of the country return to a normal setting.

2. Veronica goes to her doctor's appointment to check on her progress after her
liver surgery. Her doctor tells her he needs to change her prescription. Veronica
adheres to her prescription for two days and on the third day falls severely ill.
She is sent to the emergency room. She is told this is the result of an overdosis.
Veronica visits her doctor again. The doctor confesses that he made an error
when placing her prescription. What term can be used to describe what Veronica
has experienced and why?

3. A company will run an experiment to test whether their new vaccine will be
effective. The company gathers two groups of adults. They assume that
everyone in group A is healthy although 15 out of the 100 individuals are sick
with some illness. What term describes the scenario and why?



4. A child is sent home after his homeroom teacher notices he has a whooping
cough. His parents are advised to go to the child's pediatrician. After visiting the
doctor, the child is vaccinated against pertussis, which was the cause of the
whooping cough. The doctor recommends he goes back to school in a week. The
child returns to school and a day after 3 other students begin to develop a similar
cough. All are diagnosed with pertussis. What term best describes the child in
this scenario and why?

5. Mark goes to his pediatrician. He receives a vaccination against meningitis.
What type of immunity will Mark develop and why?

6.State two disadvantages and two advantages for Active Surveillance.



7.Describe how droplet spread transmission differs from airborne transmission
and provide possible examples (diseases and/or modes of transmission).

8.What is John Snow known for?

9.Based on the scenarios, state the correct form of bias or error. For the first box,
please state the definition of the word provided.

a. Length
time
bias

b. Women appeared to be more susceptible to an illness than
men, but when studies were carried out, men were found to
have a higher probability of contracting the illness.

c. In order to remedy this, you can increase the sample size and
improve the reliability of your measuring tool.

d. As a result of this, researchers concluded that there is a
correlation between being at the park and contracting
salmonella when there wasn't.



e. Researchers convey high expectations to subjects; the
subjects produce those results.

10. Investigators conducted a study to compare COVID-19 vaccine history
among 10,549 pregnant women and 20,503 women that were not pregnant or
have recently been pregnant in the last few months. This is an example of which
type of study?

a. Experimental Study
b. Case-control Study
c. Cross sectional Study
d. Cohort Study

9. List the 5 steps of surveillance in order

10. List five diseases that are listed in the National Notifiable Disease
Surveillance System.

11.  Explain the difference between incidence and prevalence.



12. Classify each disease (bacterial, viral, fungal, parasitic, prion).

a. Campylobacter jejuni

b.  Fatal Familial Insomnia

c. Colorado Tick Fever

d. Blastomycosis

e.Hemorrhagic colitis

f.Psittacosis

13.  What does an R 0 value greater than 1 indicate about the disease?

a. The disease is spreading quickly and there will likely be an outbreak or
epidemic
c. Each existing infection causes one new infection.
d. The disease is lethal in less than half of all cases
e. The rates of the disease will decline and it will eventually die out

14. Explain the difference between incubation period and latency period.

15. What is meant by Virulence?Pathogenicity?



16. Which of the following best describes a good cost effective public health
program?

a. Effectiveness is high; costs are low
b. Effectiveness is low; costs are high
c. Effectiveness is low; costs are low
d. Effectiveness is high; costs are low

17. A disease that occurs regularly in a population is said to be a(n)
a. Sporadi
b. Endemic
c. Epidemic
d. Pandemic

18. Which of the following does not describe Public Health Surveillance?

a. Precedes outbreak investigation
b. Does not offer solutions to outbreak investigations
c. Requires epidemiologists/ researchers to create graphs and report on

trends.
d. Is often inexpensive to implement.

19. Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of Public Health Surveillance?

a. Timeliness
b. Simplicity
c. Reproducibility
d. Flexibility
e. Representatives



Epidemiologists are trying to decipher the cause of a certain illness. They decide
to use Causal Pies to organize their information.

20. State whether each is a sufficient, necessary, or component cause
a. D:
b. A:
c. Pie 1:
d. B:

21. What is the acronym FATTOM describe and what does it stand for. Then
choose one letter and describe it in detail.

22. Which study provides information on prevalence rather than incidence?

a. Cohort Study
b. Experimental Study
c. Cross-sectional study
d. Case control study



23. Why aren't Koch's postulates strictly followed today? State two reasons.



Outbreak Investigation

Scene 1:
On December 11, an outbreak occurred in Middle Village, New York. Children of
the community were experiencing diarrhea, cramps, fever, vomiting. After an
extensive investigation, it was discovered that Campylobacter jejuni was the
agent generating this outbreak. Then, epidemiologists wanted to see if there was
a correlation between the Campylobacter jejuni outbreak and pasteurized milk so
they carried out additional studies. They took a sample of 10,000 healthy
individuals from the community and found that 250 were ill. They later discovered
that 178 of those who had gotten sick had consumed unpasteurized milk. 110
people were then randomly chosen from the population who had not gotten sick.
They found that 30% of these had consumed unpasteurized milk.

1. Which type of study is being conducted? List two pros and two cons for this
study.

2. Create a 2x2 table for the scenario.



3. What quantity should be used to determine the relationship between
consuming unpasteurized milk and actually getting infected? Calculate and
interpret this quantity.

4. List 2 prevention and/or control measures that can be implemented to prevent
another outbreak of Campylobacter jejuni.

5. Provide one similarity and one difference between a retrospective cohort study
and a case-control study.

Scenario 2:

A new method for COVID-19 testing is being tested by a certain pharmaceutical
company. Although this new alternative is easier to produce, researchers want to
know if this new method is better than the standard diagnostic tools. Researchers
tested this new method in New England. They collect the following information.

True positives: 1285



True negatives: 70856
False positives: 6853
False negatives: 564

1. Calculate the following quantities:

2. Interpret the calculations you provided above.

3. If another population in another country were to be examined what
quantities/qualities would remain the same?



4. Define Odds Ratio. When can it be used to approximate relative risk?



Patterns, Prevent, and Control Measures:

1. Classify the following epi curves

a.

b.

c.

2. State and define the steps to disease control.



3. What are the last 3 levels of prevention? Define them and include examples.


